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Here's some of my input...

Colossus holding onto rogue in the beginning was cool and having that debris bounce off was funny.

Fastball special was more like Olympic Discus special.

Iceman finally icing up was sweet along w/ the added effect of some chunks of ice breaking off when
he head butt'd Pyro.

Would've been cool to see Angel carry Colossus and drop him like a wrecking ball.  Heck, it would've
been cool to see Angle do more than just fly and be all EMO.

Anyone remember Hank McCoy in X2?  He was shown on the TV during one of the scenes. IMDB
Hank McCoy

Some things I need answered:

- During the scene when Pyro was fireballing the cars... Wolverine and Storm was conversing "Let's
do it as a team", if you notice in the background Colossus is cowering behind $hit.  WHY IS
COLOSSUS COWERING behind $hit?  Falling cars of fire shouldn't do anything to him!

- Arclight is a really nasty looking girl. (not really a question, just wanted to say that)

- There were no shadows in that hallway where Psylocke appeared.  She pulled a "cloaking" power
and not the whole 'hiding in shadows' as mentioned. I too would've rather seen the psy-blade.

- The 'cure' ammo that the soldiers were using all contained needles... So why did Magneto have no
power against those?

- I don't think that was Omega Red. The actor credited for playing Omega is thin and a white dude.
The guy in the film was dark and ethnic. (I could be wrong, I only saw the flick once so far)

- Juggernaut's powers could technically be 'magical' still in this movie. Did Leech have powers over
'magical' as well as mutates?  If he didn't then having Juggy's powers removed as he tried to ram
them would explain that he wasn't magical in this series.

- Kid Omega!?!? Why the heck did he have Porquipine quills? What's up with changing his powers? 
Kid Omega Bio

- Anyone else notice Chris Claremont?
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- How did Wolverine find the camp so easily?

I'm sure I'll come up w/ more.  That's it for now.
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